Review
Our Review Series
Teaches students to better read and
understand the exam questions.
Improves their thinking and technical skills.
Helps them master clinical concepts.

Challenge
Our Challenge Apps
Provide extra practice, insights,
and conﬁdence.
Up interpretation skills in the classroom
and the ﬁeld.
Are ideal for paramedics, nurses, med
students, and physicians.

Pass
Our Pass Apps
Provide critical exam study tools, designed
in collaboration with Bill Brown, former
NREMT Director.
Increases your students changes of passing,
the ﬁrst time.
Uses Predictive Scoring to help determine
student’s preparedness.

Audio
Our Audio Series
Makes for an excellent study tool for
students on the go.
Available version for EMT, AEMT, and
Pathophysiology.
Covers a wide range of material relevant
to your student’s goals.

CONTACT US
Schedule a demo today!
207.482.0622
support@limmereducation.com

Limmer Education.com

OUR MISSION

IN THE CLASSROOM

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS

A better way to
pass the NREMT.

Order

We understand that all
classrooms are different...

Limmer Education helps students pass the
NREMT with high quality, clinically accurate, and
educationally sound products written by leading
EMS educators.

We provide multiple options and custom solutions
to match your needs. Free course set up in your
account and ready licence codes gets your classroom
ready to go in a flash.

and that you might need a more custom solution.
We would love to discuss different ways we
can help make your classrooms more dynamic,

Implement

engaging, and successful.

Set your students up for success with insightful

OUR PRODUCTS
Modern technology,
paired with cutting
edge concepts.

study cards, topical practice exams, and diagnostic
scoring to test NREMT readiness.

Monitor
Keep track of both individual student progress and
the entire class with simple, straightforward reports.

ABOUT US
We’re an education company
formed out of a passion for
EMS and creative learning—

Critical thinking, pattern recognition, and

with a network of contributors, including national

pathophysiology are at the heart of our products.

EMS educators, leading ECG experts, and the former

Relevant and forward thinking educational concepts

“We've been telling our EMT students

Executive Director of the National Registry.

make our apps an integral part of EMS classrooms,

about the apps for studying for NREMT

NREMT test prep workshops, and agencies all

and have received nothing but positive

Since 2009, Limmer Education has published more than

over the world.

feedback! All of the students from my

20 apps and study tools for EMTs, Paramedics, Nurses,

campus that have utilized the apps have

and Allied Health. The modern EMS classroom requires

Our test prep apps cover the spectrum of EMS,

passed on their first attempt!”

tools for educators, using cutting edge technology and

Allied Health, and health professions, matching
your student’s lifestyle.

modern solutions, so we are continuously developing

Lara O.

Instructor - Wharton County Junior College

innovative teaching methods.

Apps specializing in:

Visit us online to learn more:

EMT, AEMT, Paramedic, Allied Health, and Nursing.

Limmer Education.com

